Assessing the quality of pharmaceutical care. I. One perspective of quality.
To evaluate the concept of pharmaceutical care (PC) as a standard of quality care for ambulatory pharmacy practice. Donabedian's article on the seven pillars or characteristics of quality provides a framework for a discussion of the merits of PC as a definition of quality. A MEDLINE search augmented by a manual review of International Pharmacy Abstracts was also used to identify pertinent English-language pharmacy literature; indexing terms included quality, community pharmacy services, ambulatory, pharmacy services, and pharmacist(s). Representative articles and studies promoting PC were considered. The literature was independently reviewed by the primary author. An interpretation of the principles of Donabedian's article was applied to PC. PC appears to be consistent with the quality characteristics of efficacy and acceptability. The effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, and efficiency of PC should be firmly established by its practitioners as barriers are eliminated and/or overcome. The pillars of optimality, equity, and legitimacy seem to be overlooked under the current definition of PC. This article contends that PC assumes an individualist definition of quality, by definition, because of its covenantal relationship with the patient. Quality is defined in terms of the values of individuals and society. For now, PC appears to be the appropriate standard for defining quality in pharmacy because of the importance of individual maximal benefits within our society.